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Old Kai defeats Z, however, Piccolo sees this and punches him, sending him back. Old Kai reveals that Goku will be his successor, however, this caused a worried Piccolo, who came to Goku's aid and offers to become his disciple. Goku refuses, yet Old Kai states that it will happen. Old Kai then says
that Piccolo should stay at Capsule Corp and that Goku will train with Old Kai. Gohan is unhappy with this, but Old Kai accepts and then goes into the Saiyan battle mode to battle Gohan. In addition to being his God and Prime Minister, Old Kai is also the guardian of the legendary Z-Sword, a sword

that was created by humans that can harness energy and can slice through space and time. Gohan explains that the sword is a long way away from getting functional again, and that the power needed to charge it is beyond what even Goku can draw. Just then, Goku shows up and Kid Trunks
intervenes, offering to help recharge the sword, despite the fact that he hates Goku. Goku soon gets to the point where the sword is charged and gets within striking distance. Vegeta asks Goku not to do anything rash and to fight Piccolo, and Goku says he will. Vegeta warns Goku not to bother

charging his own power, and he tells Goku to engage in a battle with Piccolo first and to defeat him to show him how strong the legendary Z-Sword is. Goku tells Vegeta not to worry about it and that they will fight on equal grounds. Goku then says he wanted to fight King Piccolo, and in response,
Vegeta tells Goku that his father wouldn't want him to fight. Goku is undaunted, and is ready to fight. Piccolo then suggests waiting until the next day. Vegeta is shocked at this and tells him to wait. Vegeta then says that he is not going to wait and that this is not the time to be scared. Vegeta

thinks that he and Goku can beat Piccolo as he has been training for a while now. However, Vegeta is a sadistic person, and he wants Goku to fight him. Goku acknowledges Vegeta's intent, and Goku and Vegeta square off.
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Gogeta simply says "Are you gonna leave me Goku" before turning his head to the side, laughing before firing both Kamehamehas. This version of Super Saiyan 2
Goku focuses on his offense as opposed to defense, but is a very powerful move. This move is a very good option against normal or regular opponents, and

slightly easier to parry as opposed to the regular Kamehameha, but it is much harder to parry a Kamehameha Counter. If the user executes his Kamehameha
successfully, he will send a different cutscene. Goku surrounds his hands with green Ki and responds "Your turns to miss". Before his hands begin to solidify, he

begins to flex muscles that were not visible on the original SSJ4 Goku. As his hands solidify, the fist is composed of muscle plates that resembles the structure of a
steel ball but it is not as hard and very soft. He then turns around and charges Super Saiyan 2 Goku's move, I only need one finger to beat you'. By charging it,

Gogeta's hands form the center of a full blue ball of Ki before firing, dealing more damage than the normal version, but it does not travel as far. If the user isn't hit
and does not activate it, Gogeta will comment on how he won't beat anyone who is able to combo Goku. Gogeta briefly revolves around the room as he says, "I

can't leave you guys, so I will just give you a demonstration of what I can do against a weaker opponent." as he begins to pull his hands back as they form a
visible aura around them. After he pulls his hands away, an orb of red energy forms around Gogeta. He then puts his hands out, forming the center of a giant red
sphere and charges. As his hands solidify, he form a palm-sized ball of red energy, before tossing it to the ground. If you hit someone with this move, they will be
frozen by the impact as Gogeta gets closer to their location, then will slowly fly away as Gogeta begins to heat up. Goku will be kept in that frozen state by it, and

as Gogeta gets closer, Goku will get faster and faster. 5ec8ef588b
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